Getting welfare to work

exibility on the frontline?

Australia's employment services system has been subject to ongoing reform since the 1990s. In the past decade, this has
included two major redesigns: Job Services Australia (2009-2015) under Labor and Jobactive (2015-2022), introduced by the
Coalition Government.
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A key aim of each reform was to re-introduce greater flexibility and tailoring into the quasi-market, following the highly
1
standardised system of employment services delivery that had emerged by the end of Job Network (1998-2009).
Drawing on surveys of frontline staff run in 2008, 2012, and 2016 our new article, 'Locked-in or locked-out: can a public
services market really change?', examines how Australia's employment services system has evolved since Job Network.2
We find remarkable consistency over time but also evidence of:
Deepening standardisation at the frontline
Increasing convergence between for-profit and not-for profit agencies in terms of how they work with jobseekers
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I am free to decide for myself what to do with clients
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Say that computer system tells them what steps
to take with jobseekers and when

64%
of frontline staff feel that their IT
system dictates how they do their job

'a screen-level bureaucracy'
A 'screen level' bureaucracy
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78.0 %

90.3 %

Frontline staff in for-profit and notfor-profit agencies are now much
more alike

22.0 %
9.7 %
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Survey items where responses DIFFER signi cantly
Items where responses DO NOT DIFFER signi cantly
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